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The CounterBalance Hybrid Bracket provides secure 
installs to support stone and solid surface countertops on 
handicap accessible vanities, and other “floating” work 
surfaces.  The Hybrid Bracket can be installed either as a 
surface mount or a concealed bracket.

1)   Select the appropriate size bracket for your counter 
surface.  The overhang should be maximum of 6” longer 
than the bracket and a minimum of 3” to reduce visibility.

The CounterBalance Hybrid Bracket is an easy install to 
support overhangs on stone and solid surface countertops.  
These products give your customers alternative to banging 
their knees on pricey corbels and provide superior support 
and security.  These low-profile brackets are hidden from 
view offering a clean, modern look.

2)   Locate the wall studs and hold the bracket directly over 
stud at the desired height. (Brackets must be installed 
into wall studs.  Drywall anchors should not be used.)

3)   Mark on the wall the locations of the holes to be drilled, 
set the bracket aside.

4)   Drill 3/16” pilot holes on the marked locations.  Place 
bracket back into position and secure with ¼” lag bolts.

5)   Check for level and shim if necessary.  Use included 
plastic caps to cover screw holes.

6)   Repeat for additional brackets.   
Brackets should be placed every  
16” to 20” for optimum  
performance.

7)   Apply a silicone sealant to the top  
of the brackets to secure the  
counter surface to the brackets.
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